Transforming

Research
Into
Knowledge
R ESEARCH + CARTAGIO = STORED EXPERTISE
Knowledge workers, executives and IT professionals appreciate Cartagio’s
intuitive design, productivity and administrative features: Cartagio
leverages and integrates the best aspects of the Microsoft suite while
providing an extended feature set designed to empower today’s journalist
or research professional. Cartagio silently captures and converts your
research into expertise or shareable knowledge, stored in a
Project-Based Browsing (PBB) file.

WANTED : A COMPLETE R ESEARCH SOLUTION

C

artagio™, Missiontrek’s next
generation Internet teamware,
provides the framework for
knowledge professionals to collaborate
virtually, effectively, globally. With
Cartagio, the modern journalist or web
researcher effortlessly captures, summarizes
and allocates research done anywhere on
the Web.
Cartagio users can work individually or,
with Cartagio Enterprise™, collaboratively
together toward one common objective:
providing clients with the highest level
of service, in the most efficient
manner possible.

Research professionals know that there are
numerous “plug ins” on the market that can
address some particular aspect of the research
experience. Some may willingly expend the time
and effort needed to assemble an entire suite of
such products, and might not mind the potential
bugs associated with such an amalgamation of code.
Cartagio is not for them. For the rest of us, time is just too
precious. For us, there is the Cartagio browser: optimized for research,
uncluttered by shareware, “plug-ins” and 3rd party extensions.

R EAL-TIME DOCUMENT COLLABORATION
Many applications provide simple briefcase functionality. Cartagio takes
this to a new level by enabling you to selectively and securely share your
documents over the Web. And of course, your documents are always
associated with the appropriate project, where you, your colleagues and
authorized business partners may access them from anywhere, at any time.

POWERING YOUR VIRTUAL WORKGROUP
Cartagio’s collaborative elements extend beyond documents and beyond
browsing. Server-side chat rooms let you communicate privately in real
time with clients and partners alike. Project Centrale organizes your
collective research into summary and statistical information. TrailTracker
provides a means for others to follow your research, through a personalized
tour, navigational history, or bookmarks, arranged in the order you
deem most efficient.

SECURE TEAMWARE
Peer-to-Peer solutions can be great for end-users, but are a nightmare to
administer. Server-side applications are easy to maintain but are often
inflexible from the users’ perspective. Cartagio leverages the best of Peerto-Peer and client/server architecture by giving users the collaborative
tools they need while providing centralized administration, control and
reporting. Missiontrek’s pioneering technology lets users work together on
both sides of the firewall while leveraging your secure pipeline to transmit
sensitive information in an encrypted format, extending a virtual shield
over their data as they blaze trails through the net.

ADMINISTRATION
Cartagio’s back office functionality provides
administrators and IT professionals the tools
they need to run a tight ship. Administrative
functions provide user- and group-level control
of surfing habits (site filtering, access times,
nonbillable usage) and project-specific activities
(project access, resource allocation, file sharing).
Statistical and management reports compare total
browsing time to billable productivity and even
browsing efficiency. Corporate firewalls tell IT
people who went where and when. Cartagio tells
a savvy business executive what they did there,
who they did it for, why they did it, how long it
took them, what is left to do.
Deployed in minutes not months, Cartagio is an
enterprise knowledge solution that is affordable,
intuitive, simple to install and easy to maintain.

H ARDWARE R EQUIREMENTS
233 Mhz Pentium (or higher) is recommended
with at least 32MB RAM
800*600 Pixel 256+ Color Monitor

SOFTWARE R EQUIREMENTS
Microsoft Windows 98, 95, 2000, Me or NT4
IE 4.01 or Higher Installed
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